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Abstract—The lipid-lowering drugs, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors or statins, are used in the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Recent experimental and clinical studies suggest that statins may exert vascular protective effects beyond cholesterol reduction. For example, statins improve endothelial function by cholesterol-dependent and -independent mechanisms. The cholesterol-independent or “pleiotropic” effects of statins include the upregulation and activation of endothelial NO synthase (eNOS). Because statins inhibit an early step in the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway, they also inhibit the synthesis of isoprenoids such as farnesylpyrophosphate and geranylgeranylpyrophosphate, which are important posttranslational lipid attachments for intracellular signaling molecules such as the Rho GTPases. Indeed, decrease in Rho GTPase responses as a consequence of statin treatment increases the production and bioavailability of endothelium-derived NO. The mechanism involves, in part, Rho/Rho-kinase (ROCK)-mediated changes in the actin cytoskeleton, which leads to decreases in eNOS mRNA stability. The regulation of eNOS by Rho GTPases, therefore, may be an important mechanism underlying the cardiovascular protective effect of statins. (Circ Res. 2005;97:1232-1235.)
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The vascular endothelium serves as an important autocrine and paracrine organ that regulates homeostasis of the vascular wall, and impaired endothelial function is observed in a variety of pathological conditions such as hypertension, atherosclerosis, and heart failure. Endothelial dysfunction, which is characterized as the decreased synthesis, release, and/or activity of endothelial-derived nitric oxide (NO), is a strong predictor of cardiovascular disease. Indeed, hypercholesterolemia, which impairs endothelial function, is an important risk factor for vascular disease,1,2 and lipid lowering therapies have been shown to reduce atherosclerosis and cardiovascular events.3,4 For example, LDL apheresis alone can rapidly improve endothelial function.5 Similar improvements in endothelial function could be observed with 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors or statins, which lower serum cholesterol levels.6,7 Because cholesterol reduction in itself improves endothelial function, it has been generally assumed that most, if not all, of the beneficial effects of statins on endothelial function are attributable to cholesterol reduction. However, one of the earliest recognizable benefits of statin therapy is the improvement in endothelial function, which in some instances occurs before significant reduction in serum cholesterol levels.8 Furthermore, a recent study showed that despite comparable modest reduction of serum cholesterol levels by ezetimibe, an
intestinal inhibitor of cholesterol absorption, and statin, only the statin improved endothelial function. Thus, it is likely that the beneficial effects of statins on endothelial function extend beyond cholesterol reduction. Indeed, statins have been shown to reduce cardiovascular events in patients, irrespective of serum cholesterol levels.

**Inhibition of Isoprenylation of Rho GTPases by Statins**

Statins inhibit HMG-CoA reductase, the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis in the liver, which catalyzes the conversion of HMG-CoA to mevalonic acid (Figure 1). In addition to inhibiting cholesterol synthesis, statins also block the synthesis of isoprenoid intermediates such as farnesylpyrophosphate (FPP) and geranylgeranylpyrophosphate (GGPP). Both FPP and GGPP serve as important lipid attachments for the posttranslational modification of a variety of proteins, including heterotrimeric G proteins and small GTP-binding proteins belonging to the family of Ras, Rho, Rap, and Rab GTPases. Isoprenylation is critical for intracellular trafficking and function of small GTP-binding proteins. In general, modification with FPP is necessary for proper localization of Ras family proteins, whereas GGPP is required for Rho, Rab, and Rap family proteins. However, some Rho GTPases require both farnesylation and geranylgeranylation for proper function and intracellular localization.

By inhibiting mevalonate synthesis, statins inhibit the synthesis of isoprenoid intermediates thereby preventing isoprenylation of small GTPases, leading to the inhibition of these signaling molecules. Interestingly, some of cholesterol-independent, or so-called “pleiotropic” effects of statins may be attributable to the ability of statins to block the synthesis of isoprenoid intermediates.

**Statins and eNOS Expression**

A hallmark of endothelial dysfunction is reduced bioavailability of NO, which could be caused by reduced expression of eNOS, impairment of eNOS activation, and increased inactivation of NO by oxidative stress. The ability of statins to increase eNOS expression and activation may be an important mechanism by which statins improve endothelial function in addition to cholesterol reduction (Figure 2). Indeed, statins upregulate eNOS expression by cholesterol-independent mechanism. The increase in eNOS expression by statins is reversed by GGPP, but not FPP, suggesting the involvement of small GTPases requiring geranylgeranylation. Indeed, transfection of endothelial cells with a dominant negative RhoA mutant, N19RhoA, leads to increase in eNOS expression. Similar effect on eNOS expression was not observed with dominant negative mutants of Rac1 or Cdc42. In agreement with these results, Shiga et al showed that inhibition of RhoA by a recombinant protein representing the
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**Figure 1.** Cholesterol biosynthesis pathway and the effects of statins. Inhibition of HMG-CoA reductase by statins decreases isoprenoid intermediates such as farnesyl-PP and geranylgeranyl-PP, which leads to an inhibition of isoprenylation of small GTPases such as Ras, Rho, Rab, and Rap. Among the Rho GTPases are RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42. CoA indicates coenzyme A; PP, pyrophosphate.
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**Figure 2.** Regulation of eNOS expression and activity by statins, Rho, ROCK, and actin cytoskeleton. Statins suppress translocation of Rho by inhibiting isoprenylation of Rho. Active forms of Rho and ROCK decrease eNOS mRNA stability and eNOS phosphorylation, resulting in downregulation of eNOS expression and decrease in eNOS activity. Inhibition of Rho and ROCK activity by statins may chronically upregulate eNOS expression and acutely stimulate eNOS activity.
Rho-binding domain of ROCK leads to the upregulation of eNOS in rabbit mesenteric artery. The upregulation of eNOS by statins is attributable to increase in eNOS mRNA half-life. For example, TNF-α, oxidized low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL), and hypoxia downregulate eNOS expression via destabilization eNOS mRNA, and cotreatment with statins prevents eNOS downregulation by prolonging half-life of eNOS mRNA. The prolongation of half-life of eNOS mRNA by statins is reversed by GGPP, but not FPP, suggesting the involvement of small GTPases such as Rho GTPase in this process. Indeed, inhibition of Rho and perhaps other small GTPases leads to an increase in eNOS mRNA half-life.

An important downstream mediator of Rho is ROCK. Recent studies suggest that ROCK can also regulate eNOS mRNA stability. For example, hypoxia and thrombin, which stimulate ROCK activity, downregulate eNOS expression via destabilization of eNOS mRNA. Furthermore, direct inhibition of ROCK by ROCK inhibitors such as hydroxyfasudil and Y27632, or by overexpression of a dominant-negative mutant of ROCK, increases eNOS mRNA half-life and expression. Indeed, in ROCK1 knockout mice, basal eNOS expression is increased in various tissues, including the lung and kidney (Y.R. and J.K.L., unpublished data, 2005). Thus, inhibition of the Rho/ROCK pathway leading to the upregulation of eNOS may contribute to some of the cardiovascular benefits of statin therapy.

**Acute Activation of eNOS by Statins**

In addition to increase in eNOS expression by statins, statins can also rapidly induce the phosphorylation and activation of eNOS via the phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K)/protein kinase Akt pathway. For example, treatment of cultured human endothelial cells with simvastatin rapidly increases phosphorylation of Akt and eNOS, which leads to increase angiogenesis in response to hind limb ischemia. Furthermore, the activation of Akt by statins also occurs in endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) and podocytes. The Akt of Rho to phosphorylate eNOS at Ser1179 is blocked by PI3K inhibitors. These findings suggest that the activation of PI3K/Akt pathway mediates the rapid increase in eNOS activity by statins. Interestingly, the Rho GTPases may play a role in the activation of PI3K/Akt by statins. Inhibition of Rho or ROCK leads to the rapid phosphorylation and activation of Akt via PI3K, resulting in an increase in NO production. In contrast, transfection of constitutively active mutants of RhoA and ROCK leads to the inhibition of eNOS phosphorylation at Ser1177. This inhibition was reversed by overexpressing a constitutively-active mutant of Akt. Thus, the Rho/ROCK pathway can negatively regulate endothelial function at the level of both eNOS expression and activity via two distinct mechanisms (Figure 2).

Very recently, PTEN, a phosphatase that dephosphorylates phosphoinositide substrates, may link RhoA/ROCK with protein kinase Akt. RhoA/ROCK regulates the intracellular localization and phosphorylation of PTEN, and RhoA/ROCK-mediated phosphorylation of PTEN is required for the phospholipid phosphate activity of PTEN that antagonizes PI3K-mediated Akt signaling. Therefore, inhibition of RhoA/ROCK pathway in endothelial cells may stimulate Akt activity by decreasing PTEN activity. Further experiments are needed, however, to determine whether PTEN is involved in statin-induced activation of Akt and eNOS.

**Physiological Effects of Rho GTPase Inhibition by Statins**

In spontaneous hypertensive stroke prone rats (SHR-SP), eNOS expression is decreased in the brain. Furthermore, the expression and activity of eNOS are decreased in the brains of mice after middle cerebral artery (MCA) occlusion. Statins confer stroke protection by increasing the expression of eNOS via inhibition of Rho-mediated actin cytoskeletal changes, leading to the stabilization of eNOS mRNA.

This is associated with increase in absolute cerebral blood flow, reduction in stroke size, and improvement in neurologic function. The enhancement of cerebral blood flow by statins is absent in eNOS knockout mice. Thus, the neuroprotective effects of statins appear to be mediated, in part, by eNOS.

Similar to the effects of statins, treatment with Rho or ROCK inhibitors, such as Clostridium botulinum C3 exotoxinase, fasudil or Y27632, or actin cytoskeletal disrupter such as cytochalasin D, decreases stroke size after MCA occlusion. All of these agents upregulate eNOS expression and activity in vivo. Furthermore, the neuroprotective effects of ROCK inhibitors are absent in eNOS knockout mice, indicating the critical role of eNOS in mediating the beneficial effects of Rho/ROCK inhibition.

**Summary**

In addition to the lipid-lowering, statins may exert other effects on the vascular wall. The ability of statins to inhibit isoprenylation of Rho GTPase may contribute to some of their beneficial effects on improving endothelial function. However, we cannot exclude the contributions of other small GTPases such as those belonging to the Ras, Rab, Rap families whose activities are dependent on isoprenylation and could also be inhibited by statins. Furthermore, other target molecules of Rho such as mDia, protein kinase N, and citron kinase may be inhibited by statin therapy, leading to the observed changes in endothelial function. Nevertheless, experimental and clinical studies suggest that many of the so-called pleiotropic effects of statins may be attributable to the inhibition of the Rho/ROCK pathway in the vascular wall. As such, the Rho/ROCK pathway has gained important prominence as a promising therapeutic target in cardiovascular diseases. It remains to be determined how Rho/ROCK regulates eNOS mRNA stability through the actin cytoskeleton. Further studies investigating the connection between actin cytoskeletal proteins and eNOS mRNA may shed more light on some of the noncholesterol benefits of statin therapy.
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